[Relative meaning of lines and corners in geometric figures for their recognition by humans].
Neurons tuned to line-crossings (corners, crosses, Y-like and three-ray star-like figures) of different shape and orientation rather than to a single bar were found in the area 17 of the cat visual cortex. We studied the relative role of lines and corners of 2D and 3D geometrical figures for their recognition by humans. Probability of figure recognition during its tachistoscopic presentation was compared for the whole (control) and partly masked figures. Sides or corners of the figures were masked to varying degrees and probabilities of correct response were compared. The recognition probability successively decreases with increasing extent of figure masking. This decrease is significantly more pronounced for the figures without corners than for the figures without part of the lines. The relatively greater significance of the corners than sides of geometrical figures for human visual recognition and some possible neuronal mechanisms of this effect are discussed.